R6sum6. Nous 6tudions les probl~mes sous-critiques (Pc) 9 -Au = u p-e, u > 0 sur f2 ; u = 0 sur 0f2 -of a f2 est un domaine born6 et r6gulier de ~N N > 3,p+ 1 = N-2-~-----7 est l'exposant critique de Sobolev, et e > 0 tend vers z6ro, afin de calculer la diff6rence de toplogie induite par les points critiques h l'infini entre les ensembles de niveau de la fonctionnelle correspondant au cas limite (P0).
Introduction
In this paper, we come back to the study of the nonlinear elliptic problem where M is a Riemannian manifold of dimension N without boundary and R(x) is the scalar curvature (see [34] [2] [17] for example). In contrast with the subcritical N+2 the variational problem corresponding to (P) happens to be case p < ~-~, lacking of compactness, i.e. the functionals that we consider do not satisfy the Palais-Smale condition (P.S .). This means that there exist sequences along which they are bounded, their gradient goes to zero, and which do not converge. In the case of (P) such a fact follows from the noncompactness of the embedding of Hol(g2) into Lp+I(f'2). As well for the complete solution of Yamabe's conjecture by R. Schoen [30] as for (P) modified with a linear term a(x)u [8] , it is possible to make the functionals smaller than a certain level under which (P.S.) holds. Such an argument is not available for (P), so that questions related to existence or nonexistence and multiplicity of solutions to this problem remained open.
The first result concerning (P) was obtained by Pohozaev [24] : he proved that the problem had no solutions under the assumption that $2 is starshaped. On the other hand, Kazdan and Warner [17] observed that (P) had a (radial) solution when ~ is an annulus ; hence the idea of exploiting the topology of f2 to establish the existence of a solution. This program was realized by Bahri and Coron [7] , who proved that (P) had a solution provided that f2 has nontrivial topology, in the sense that Hz~-l(f2 ;Q) ~r 0 or H~(f2 ;Z/2Z) ~r 0 for some k E i~*. Nevertheless, Ding [12] (see also Dancer [11] ) gave the example of contractible domains on which a solution still exists, showing that both topology and geometry of the domain play a role. In fact, the good condition for existence and multiplicity of solutions should involve the Green's function of the Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary conditions on ~, the importance of which in this kind of problems has already been pointed out, see e.g. [6] [3] .
As we said, the problem we are interested in is delicate from a variational viewpoint because of the failure of the (P.S .) condition, more precisely because of the possible existence of critical points at infinity, that is orbits of the considered functional along which the functional is bounded, its gradient goes to zero, and which do not converge [4] [5] . If we try to prove the existence of critical points by looking at the difference of topology which occurs between the level sets of the functional, it becomes essential to determine the part which has to be attributed in these differences to the critical points at infinity. The strategy that we develop in this direction relies on the approximation of (P) by the subcritical problems
on 092 > 0, for which (P.S .) holds. To the critical points at infinity which may occur in the variational formulation of (P) correspond critical points in the usual sense of the functional
whose positive critical points are solutions of (P,). Such solutions exist (see e.g. [21] ), and as e goes to zero they may either converge to a solution of (P), or blow-up at a finite number of points of f2. More precisely, if we assume that (ue)
is a bounded sequence in Hd(O) of solutions to (Pe), then (up to a subsequence) we have:
where uo is either a solution to (P) or is identically zero, v ~ goes to zero in H01(O) and k E N. Let us describe the singular part which occurs if k =/0: oe~ E JR, and The functions c~6~,x are the only solutions of the equation and responsible of the failure of (P.S.) for J0. A decomposition as in (2) is given in [22] [32] . Heuristically speaking, condition (4) means that the boundary effect is small with respect to the concentration effect, and condition (5), introduced in [7] , that at first order the Pr)q,x[ 's behave independently of each other. Besides these results we have the estimates 2 2 O(1) (9) In fact, a recent result of R. Schoen [31] provides us with a new and precious information: in our setting we have the alternative eitherk=0, oru0~0
In the following we are interested in the case k 5/0 (and then u0 -0), i.e. in the solution to (P~) which blow-up at k points Xl,. 9 -, xk of J2 as e goes to zero. In a first step, we give a precise characterization of the points at which the k singular solutions u~ of (P~) blow-up, in the sense, according to (2, 3, 4, 5) :
in the sense of measures, where 6x~ denotes the Dirac measure at xi. From (9) (10) we know that J~(u~) converges to sN/2 (12) 
In a second step we take advantage of the description of the k-singular solutions that we performed to compute the difference of topology induced by these solutions between the level sets of the functional Jr across the level ck, namely between and sN/2
Results
Before stating the results, we need some notations. We denote by G the Green's function of the Laplacian with Dirichtet boundary condition on (2, and by H its regular part, i.e.
and ( ; mij = -G(xi,xj) , i gj by p(x) its least eigenvalue (p(x) = -c~ if X i =Xj for some i :~j), and by r(x) the eigenvector corresponding to p(x) whose norm is 1 and whose components are all strictly positive (see Appendix A for the proof that p is simple and that one can choose r so that all its components are stricly positive). We also define the function
If p(x) > 0, Fx is strictly convex on (~+)k, infinite on the boundary ; so Fx has in (~+)k a unique critical point A(x), which is a minimum. On the subset of Ok
we define the function
whose differential is given by (19) 
Now we are able to state the following results 
2-Inthecasek=2
M (since for p = 0 , p~ = 0 is equivalent also to ~b ~ = 0, as a simple computation shows). This result was presented in [29] . 3 -For k large enough, there are no solutions to (Pc) blowing-up at k points as e --+ 0. Indeed, conditions (a) and (b) cannot be satisfied simultaneously ; H(x,x) is bounded on ~d0 whereas G(x,y) goes to -oo if x,y E (2do get close from each other ; then, for k large enough, p(x) < 0 on J2~o.
Once we know the results of Theorem 1, we are able to prove:
Theorem 2. Assume that N >_ 4, and that 0 is a regular value of p. The contribution to the relative homology
of the solutions of(Pc) which blow-up at k points as e goes to zero, 0 < 71 < u , is equal for e small enough to
This result points out the importance of the behavior of the least eigenvalue p(x) of the matrix M(x) on O k, which already appeared in [6] [3] (see also [27] [28]). It shows in particular, since the functionals Js satisfy (P.S.) and the difference of topology between the level sets may only come from critical points, that if (O k, p-) is nontrivial, (P~) does have, as e goes to zero, solutions which blow-up at k points. This gives a meaning to Theorem 1 without any further assumption of nondegeneracy etc. (Note that for k = 1,
HN(O, p-) = HN (O) 5i 0).
The stability of the result that we obtain with e, will allow us to transfer it to the functional J0. Then, Theorem 2 should make us able, through the study of the Green's function, to answer to questions related to existence and multiplicity of solutions to (P), this last question raised by R.Bott.
The general framework
The framework is similar to the one considered in [29] . For a > 0, we define the subset of H0 a (O) The maximum principle yields
If (u~) is a sequence of solutions to (Ps) which blow-up at k points of O as e goes to zero, it follows from what was said in the Introduction that for any a > 0 fixed, the distance between us and Fa goes to zero with e. Moreover, it is proved in [7] that if u c Hd(O) satisfies distu0~(s~)(u , Fa) < a with a small enough, the problem: 
One can even get more precisions: 1) It is proved in [29] , using an argument of Z.C. Han [16] , that there exists do = d0(O) > 0 such that for e small enough
d(x[, 0~) > do , Yi
2) On the other hand, it follows from recent results of R. Schoen [31] 
where Uo, co, do, d~ are some suitable strictly positive constants. Let us define the functional (30) KE :
It follows from the previous material that we have
Me is a critical point of Ke if and only if u ~-~ik=l oziPtS.~i,xi + v is a critical point of Je, i.e. if and only if there exists (A,B, C) C ]Rk • ~k • (DlV)k such that the following holds:
(Ec~,) 8K~ --O,Vi o~ i (E) (EAz) ~ aAi (Ex,) ~x, = ~, ~ ax~ , v?u~ + Ci " \ o~,ax,, V)no,, Vi : ~i\ O~iOXi, Villi "~" Ci 9 \ Ox~ , V}HoI' Vi OKr = ~ l(AiPtSi_l_BiOP6i +Ci OP__P.~6.) (Ev) ~ = OAi " Oxi
Proof of Theorem 1
The results of Theorem 1 will be obtained through a careful analysis of (E) on M~. As usual in this type of problems, we first deal with the v-part of u, in order to show that it is negligible with respect to the concentration phenomenon. The study of (Ev) yields: I~h-;~, = 0 c + (~=3 ifU < 6; ~ ilU = 6; ~ iiU > 6) (for sake of simplicity, the )~i'S being of the some order, we denote by f(A) any
The proof of such a result may be found, up to minor modifications, in [3] [25] [29] .
Once 9 is defined by Proposition 2, we estimate the corresponding numbers A,B, C by taking the scalar product in Hd(f2) of (Ev) with respectively P6i, oe~ oee~ Thus we get a quasi-diagonal system whose coefficients are given 
The other hand side is given by ) o,. io,<. 
where VA, is a smooth function verifying with m ~ = (c~ ~, ),e,x~, v ~) E Me, and it follows from Proposition 2 that v e = ~(e, c~ e, A e, x~). Then, (E~) yields, taking account of (32) and (34) (1 ) 
p(x~)r(x%ta ~ +o(1a~l) = r(x%' ~-7 +o
On the other hand, we deduce from (Exl), through (37) (38) (41) (42), that oc #)A;
OSoa (x~'x[)AT -Z ~a (xi ' jgi
We distinguish three cases From (46) we see that case 1) cannot occur, since in this case the left hand side would go to zero (remember that p is bounded from above on ~0 and Ir(x)[ = 1), and the right hand side to infinity. Let us consider the second case.
Denoting by R E a'2~0 the limit of (x ~) (up to a subsequence), from (46) we obtain
p(Ye)r(,2)tA = r(YO.t(A )
Hence p(~) > 0. Moreover, passing to the limit in (45), we get 
OM Ox----[(x~) .t A~ = ~ A~ l) which means, through (48), that 3~_~xM(x~).,r(x~) + 0M ~ , -bT-x (x). ~ = o(~ ~)

OM
The matrix -b-~7(x) being bounded on the set {x E [2kdo/p >_ Po} for any Po ~ R, we get 
M(x).tr(x) = p(x)tr(x)
and derivate it with respect to xi ; we obtain
011/1 t Ot r ~.iPxi (X)t r(x) p(x) Oo~i (x ) (x). r (x) + M (x). ~xTx/(x) = +
The scalar product with r(x) gives
r(x). ~xi (x).t.r(x) = ~Pxi (X) r(x~ Ot r(x)
since Jr(x) I = 1 and ~ ~. Oxi = 0. Therefore (49) yields
0~(x ") = o(1)
and so op
This concludes the proof of the first part of Theorem 1. Furthermore, we see that if 0 is a regular value for p, the last case that we considered cannot occur, and even that there exists P0 > 0 such that p(~) > P0. Indeed, there would exist otherwise a sequence (x n) in ~ako such that p(x ~) > 0 , p(x n) --+ 0, F'(x ~) = 0. Let :~ be its limit (up to a subsequence). Taking the scalar with r(x ") of the equality we get n t 1
P(xn)r(xn).tA(x n) = r (x). (A--~)
Then, p(xn) ---~ 0 shows that necessarily A(x n) + +oo. Therefore, we can repeat the previous argument (case 3)), which leads to
in contradiction with the assumption that 0 is not a critical value for p ; hence the announced result. Lastly, a simple computation, taking account of (6) 
r(x).M (x).t A(x) = p(x)r(x).t Z(x) = r(x).t ( ~-~ )
the existence of E,/2 > 0 such that
there exist two constants _~, ~) such that
Let us assume that 0 is a regular value for p, so that there exists P0 > 0 such that all the critical points of P in p+(do) are in fact in the set {x E ~2~0/P(X) > Po).
This implies that the critical values for J~ corresponding to eventual k-singular solutions as e goes to zero are bounded from below for e small enough by and ~s goes to zero in H01(O), we obtain that u;-= 0 for e small enough. Since us is a nontrivial positive solution of (59), the strong maximum principle ensures that us > 0 on ~2, and then us is a solution to (Ps), which blows-up at 21,.--,Yk as e goes to zero. The index of this solution as a critical point of Js is g + k, where g is the index of :~ as a critical point of F. Indeed, considering K~, the procedures that we followed consisted first of all in minimizing with respect to v, then maximizing with respect to the c~s (contribution k to the index), minimizing with respectto the ,k~s and lastly in taking x as a critical point of a C2-perturbation of F in a neighborhood of ~ (contribution g to the index). One could get directly convinced by these arguments in computing the second derivatives of Ks, as in [15] ; as a byproduct we obtain that the k-singular solution u~ to (Ps) corresponding to R is uniqUe. These arguments also apply to the solutions of (Ps) that we considered in the first part of the theorem, except that the index may be larger than g+k in the case where x is a degenerate critical point of F or a critical point of p ; nevertheless, the index is bounded from above by Nk + k = (N + 1)k.
Proof of Theorem 2
From now on, we assume that 0 is a regular value for p.
SN/2
Let ~7 be a fixed number, 0 < ~ < --7. Our aim in this last section is to compute the contribution to the relative topology of jck+,7 with respect to Jff~-n of the k-singular solutions to (P~) that we studied before. From (52) we know that, in fact, we can compute this relative topology between the levels Ck + ~ and c, -ce, with c _> c and c given by (53).
Assume that ~ is an open neighborhood of the eventual k-singular solutions to (Pc) such that, on the boundary of ~'~, either -J~ is pointing inward ~'e, or J~ is less than c~ -ce.
Thus, what we want to compute is exactly the relative topology
(j[~+n n ~, jc,-c~ n ~)
It remains to define c and ~ in a suitable way, in order to satisfy the previous conditions and to make the computation possible. We define successively some quantities whose choice will appear in the following. Thus, we set pl s.t. p has no critical value in [0, Pl] cl > max(0,c) s.t. 271F(x ) < -a implies p(x) < Pl
x being assumed to be in f2~o. The existence of quantities verifying the listed conditions follows from (51). They will allow us to include level sets of between level sets of p. Now, we choose Ao > 0 small enough so that for any x E {x E f2ako/P(X) > A P3} and IA -A(x)l = (~i=l( ; -Ai(x))2) 1/2 < Ao, we have 
Lastly, we remark that k (A -A(x)).~---~Fx(A) = (A -A(x)).M(x)/(A -
The link between A and A is, as stated previously
and ~ is defined by Proposition 2. From Section 3 we known that V~ is a neighborhood of the eventual k-singular critical points of Ke we are interested in. The constants so and Uo are chosen in the following way: We take u0 large enough so that we have, for (s, A, x, v) E ~T~, Iv -~IG~ = uo(e ifN < 6;eIlogel ifN > 6), and e small enough provided that e is suffiently small. As a consequence of the definitions and properties that we gave, we see that we reached our goal to construct a neighborhood V~ of the k-singular critical points, on the boundary of which either -K e' is pointing inward V~, or K~ is less than ce -cle: Kz is even less than c~ -Cae
We turn now to the computation of the relative topology (67). The first step is concerned with the v-variable. We set Then, we have a natural injective map
Since all the critical values for Ke on V~ are larger than ce -ce > c~ -cle, this map appears to be also surjective, and then is an isomorphism.
On V ~, a simple computation provides us with the uniform estimate
The way we chose Pl, p2,cl, c2 gives us now, together with (69), provides us with the following properties (for e sufficiently small)
On the boundary of Vs, either -Ke points inward Ve, or K~ is less than c6 -c2e. Moreover, as K~ has no critical value between c~ -c2~ and c~ -cle, K~ fq V~ retracts by deformation onto K e N V~. On the other hand, -p' points inward Y2~0 on the boundary of this set for do small enough and P2 < p(x) < Pl (see Appendix B). As p has no critical value between Pl and P2 , we obtain that {(A,x) E V~/p(x) < pl} retracts by deformation onto {(A, x) E V~/p(x) < P2}. Therefore We argue by contradiction. We assume that there exist a sequence (x n) E ~k such that p(x n) > 0,d~ --+ 0,dj n > d~, and ~ > 0. In the case where limx[ = xl 51xj = limxj n, the strong maximum principle yields a contradiction.
Suppose now that xi = xj. Two cases may occur:
1) --+ +oo is bounded 2)
Let us consider the first case. We have On the other hand, as y ~-+ -~xH(x,y) is harmonic in /-2 and is equal to -(N -2)~ on Oa'2, we have
~___~H(x~,x~) = (N _ 2) fos OG.~u (t'x)n" (x~ -t)'n ~l --T ~ at
where ~ denotes the derivative with respect to the outward normal to 0J2 at t. 
